2018 Sound and Vision Show
Bristol Marriott 23rd - 25th February 2018

2017 came and went, and almost without warning 2018 arrived in a rush with the first
HIFICRITIC show date for the last week in February, with bitterly cold winds
sweeping in, and with worse to follow. Braving the chill, that happy band of West of
England enthusiasts queued up in the cold from 9.30AM to get ring side seats for
10AM in the better demonstration rooms.
It was one of the largest shows for some years, certainly judging from the number of
brands presented, well over 200 at last count. Some of the big guys were there, KEF,
TAD, B&W, Chord, Spendor, Wilson Benesch, Pioneer, Technics, Sony, Naim,
Quad/IAG, Dynaudio and Focal. Not to omit Cary, Elac, Harman AKG, Quad, PMC,
T&A, Vivid, CH Precision and Wilson Benesch. On the top floor were Mitchell and
Johnson with Leema Acoustics adjacent, the latter working with ATC loudspeakers to
show off their new electronics.
The Clarity Awards made at the show included the Honorary Fellowship Award
to the AudioT group for hosting the Bristol show for 31 years, received by Jerry
Lewin of Audio T

Tom Barron congratulates Jerry Lewin
Further awards comprised:
"Best Sounding Hi-Fi Room'

- Astin Trew

"Best Home Cinema Room"

- Karma AV

"Best Presented Room"

- Quad

"Best Innovation"

- Roon Nucleus

"Overall Best of Show"

- Dynaudio

CH Precision I1 Universal Integrated Amplifier

We had a first showing of the CH Precision I1 Universal Integrated Amplifier,
priced at typically £27,000 it offers an option for full analogue in/out including a
120dB precision resistor volume control and with a conservatively specified
100W/CH. Those unusual variable output impedance and feedback options are also
present here. Digital I/O boards may also be fitted. UK agent Wilson Benesch were
previewing this model with their imposing Resolution floorstander, here with the best
sound heard yet in this room, hosted by the company’s Luke Milnes.

Luke Milnes and the Wilson Benesch Resolution.

A cheerful moment at Ophidian Loudspeakers, Gareth James had just finished the
setting up with their P1 compact.

Amphion

Argon 7LS

Amphion, with the model Argon 7LS, was sounding well in the Hegel room, pictured
here a close-up of the tweeter waveguide, a technology pioneered by Amphion, which
improves acoustic integration of the drivers in the crossover region.

Hegel showed their new HD30 DAC together with their good sounding amplifier
combinations, in a nicely scenic presentation.

Cary came in force with Billy Wright, showing their streamer and latest SLI100 amplifiers, here in conjunction with PMC floorstanders

Billy Wright of Cary

Canton’s inexpensive and eye-catching, network connected, active floorstanders, the
GLE 496.2 BT, with 300W amplification per channel.

Derek Gilligan founder and design chief of Kudos presents his new Titan 505,
and a promising sound it made too.

The compact Bluesound streamer-amp combo did not photograph well in the deep
blue lighting but was ably demonstrated by Simon Lever of Anatech, who showed
CD, HD and MQA sound quality differences.

Simon Lever of Anatech

Dynaudio used their own Naim system to demonstrate the new Special Forty, these
compact designs here sounding well and using a stunning Bowie backdrop.

ELAC Andante AS-61 stand mount concentric loudspeaker sounded well. We could
do with these for review.

ELAC Andante AS-61 interior, showing the complex coupled cavity
loading, the internal bass driver and the larger passive external radiator.

On the Elac rack was the new belt drive Miracord 70 Anniversary turntable,
with glass platter and a low cogging, low noise synchronous motor.

Elipson were showing a new range of network connected, amplified but not
active speaker systems, including the Facit 14BT floorstanders.

Focal Kanta No2 at Bristol: Focal ably demonstrated one of the new Kanta
series, the £7,000 a pair No2, and here working well with Naim electronics in
a large demo space.

The JL Audio Gotham sub, with twin 14inch bass drivers, here working with
ATC SCM 11 monitors. Mightily impressive on theatre, this system also
worked surprisingly well in stereo.

Fyne Audio, new from Scotland, showed impressive dual concentric floor
standers of superb finish and fine engineering, and not to be confused with
Tannoy. The F1-10 has user controls for timbre and for bass damping to suit
varied room conditions.

The new Klipsch Heritage Forte III floor standing loudspeaker is unusual for
its large 12inch bass driver , plus upper mid and treble horns. It also has a 15
inch passive radiator on the back. Perhaps optimised for valve enthusiasts, it
claims very high 99dB/W sensitivity and sells for a moderate £4,000.

AAt the Malvern Audio room I was taken aback by the silky yet dynamic
sounds from the Ming Da SE , class A, 805 based amplifier, called the
Cavatino Scatola driving the now well known Polish hybrid horn speakers
from hORNS, here the FP10 two-way stand mount with a high 96dB
sensitivity. With vinyl replay via the Planalogue Prelude turntable and an

NV08 Nuvistor phono stage, it proved hard to leave this presentation for other
rooms.

CEO and designer Mat Spandl seems happy enough at the Acoustic
Energy stand, with his new AE 309.

Max Townshend with his latest TVC transformer volume control, the
Enigma, expected to retail at £7,500.It has remote control and an inbuilt
headphone amplifier. There are precision 1dB steps in three ranges.

Leema Electronics Elements streamer with ATC SCM 11

Leema’s main system, again with ATC monitors; a fine sound in both rooms.

Michael Creek shows off his compact phono amplifier the OBH-8mk2

The upcoming Naim ND555 flagship streamer with its PS555DR stand alone
power supply

Steve Sells of NAIM with the EMC sealed digital processing unit which is
found within the new ND555. More ND555 details come from an informal
discussion with Steve on its design at the show.

NAIM laid out the internals of the upcoming ND555 high end streamer, which
detailed image tells quite a story. Lower right is the non directional radio linked
remote control with all-symbolic button labelling. From the top we recognise the
black brushed finish alloy case, and the four thumb-wheel transit bolts associated with

the spring suspended and heavy sub-chassis sections which are milled from brass
plate.

Two heavy sub- chassis, one digital, one analogue, milled from solid brass.

There are WBT NEXTGEN RCA output sockets, and also those traditional DIN audio
outputs, also associated with an earthing optimiser switch. As has been seen with
previous iterations, special care has been taken over clocking and re-clocking, still
more so in the new example, while the digital audio data interfaces are further refined.
It was made clear to me that this show sample was still work in progress and that
some further development and tuning was in the pipeline. There are two heavy duty
Burndy power cables one for digital and one for analogue.

The new 6th order analogue filter and output board: ND555

Other details include a full colour display from the Core series, a larger input data
buffer which will acquire a full CD track before playing it out jitter free from
memory, more ‘Superclocks’, and it has adopted ‘LDVS’ noise suppressing

differential signal transmission within the unit, together with newly designed 6th
order analogue filters at the output. Dual BNC connectors remain for traditional
SPDIF I/O functions. There are 3 aerials, Bluetooth, WiFi and DAB, With 13 discrete
internal regulators, it is optimised for that single external power supply and the price
is rumoured to be around £20,000 including the 555PS DR supply. The analogue
output is fixed level.
The associated, existing 555PSDR power supply has dual transformers and separated
multiple, ultra -low noise power rails for analogue and digital sections.

Also shown was the new ND5 XS2, configurable for inboard and auxiliary mains
powering

NAIM : ND5 XS2 fascia, which matches the ND555.

Prism showed their Callia DAC/headphone amplifier, here with ATC floorstanders
and a Cyrus integrated amplifier.

Proac founder and designer Stewart Tyler in a happy mood with his new Tablette 10
Signature

The lustrous Pro-Ject Vienna Anniversary 175 player

Q Acoustics ably demonstrated their ultra low coloration Concept 500 loudspeakers
making the best of their fine Supremus high end cable, here bi-wired and rumoured to
cost more than the speakers.

Russell K RED 150 floorstanders worked well with T&A amplification, once the
initial alignment had been tailored to the room conditions; these are difficult spaces to
work in.

The new Scansonic MB-1 stand mount two-way sounding just fine, here with
Van Den Hul Sound Extenders on the top. These accessories look too large on these
compact Scansonics. The extenders are termed torsion field generators by VDH and
are said to make speakers sound better to the listener.

Timestep showed the elegant Soulines Kubrick turntable from Serbia with Miyajima
cartridge and the Timestep 10 inch arm, also available in 9 and 12inch versions. The
mono versions of the Miyajimas are true mono with negligible vertical compliance.
Certain later pressings may not suit while the inevitably raised vertical arm/cartridge
reosnce will need consideration. The new arm from established Japanese brand Glanz
also looked promising.

Technics SL-1000R

Technics were back, and not just with the latest version of the SP10 torque
powerhouse. Here is the new SL-1000R which boasts a coreless non-cogging direct
drive motor with a combination brass and aluminium platter, fine pitch control with
speed indicator, 331/3, 45 and 78 rpm, and a heavy plinth mounted on a silicone

damped suspension. I examined the arm and found it well toleranced and free of
bearing play, a good sign. My last check on the dollar price got me an eye watering
20,000.

Von Gaylord, a classic USA brand revived, with tube bi-amplification and pleasing
sounds from their established monitors, well founded on substantial pillar stands.

The discounted sales desks at the show were busy.

Apologies to those exhibitors I failed to get to: We also had our own HIFICRITIC
stand to look after. Thanks to the show organisers, noting their good fortune in just
getting ahead of the great winter storm in the week which followed.
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